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Professions And Their Energetic Significance 

 
 
 
Trance Channeling begins  
 

We are not worthy. The Masters have to work once again to raise the energy to 
continue this meeting. 
 
Sil: I’m sorry. 
 
Don’t be sorry, dear one. Do you see how one word can cause so much devastation? 
This dear child is not at fault. It is years of conditioning that all of you have been 
through. Look at the old prayers you have been taught since childhood, school & 
colleges, constant putting down of self, implying that the Godhead sees you as this 
cringing, whining creature, not worthy, unless you somehow, miraculously, become 
divine.  
 
When you use a word like ‘make us worthy of you’, what you are doing is tapping into all 
the prayers that have been chanted in the past with those attitudes. So though your 
step may be one down, you are suddenly multiplying it by a 100,000. Crash comes the 
energy. You don’t even feel it but trust us, it is done. It is very hard to retrieve yourself 
when you constantly undermine your own energies. That is why, the best form of prayer 
is when the words simply glorify the self & the Godhead.  
 
No more now, no more of this “I am unworthy. I am so small in front of you. You are 
everything. Help us learn so we become one of  you.” No more. No more. Dear one, 
thank you for this wonderful example today. Bear this in mind. Work with others, if you 
are confused, on re-structuring the words you use. You are the prayer keeper of this 
group, & when we say this group we mean the entire group, & you will remain that. 
Your own intent is so large, is so pure, these words will not crash your energies, they 
cannot but they will crash energies of others who are not as strong as you. Bear that in 
mind.   
 
Sohrab [In an open-eyed trance] They would like me to speak about professions, very 
briefly.  
 



Each profession has an energy- It’s actually so simple. Just as you know everything has 
energy, so do intangible things like professions & each different profession has a 
different energy signature.  
 
To try & keep it simple, for example, one is say a chartered accountant. The energy 
signature of something like that is very sharp energy that is poured into the person: Its 
staccato sharp energy. It has great clarity with vision. Its not creative in the way creative 
arts are but it is creative in its own form. Certain people who have a body rhythm like 
that are drawn to this kind of energy & therefore the likelihood is, they will become 
chartered accountants. I will get to the fact as to why sometimes people are in the 
wrong profession. We’ll come to that later.  
 
‘Shl’, they’ve asked me to ask you if you’re an interior designer. Let’s take that as an 
example. The kind of energies that an interior designer has is on the creative side but 
with a mix of practicality. You can’t be an interior designer who is just very, very creative 
as you need the practical with that. So the likelihood is, people who are attracted to that 
profession, wholeheartedly, (we’re talking about people who wholeheartedly embrace 
their profession) the likelihood is those people will have a balance of creative & the 
practical in them, which they want to explore. They are not content in exploring it just 
through, say ‘business’. They need to have the other side, the soft, the creative, the 
designing, the exploring side of them but they can’t go into that totally because they 
would feel ungrounded.  
 
It is unlikely that someone like you (‘Shl’) would choose to be an actor because that 
would be very (I’m not talking about you personally, I’m talking about the quintessential 
interior designer). It is unlikely that you would choose to be something out on a limb, 
like an actor because that is very extreme. You want the creative, but you want it to 
balance with the practical, with the earning capacity, with the structure. Taking this as 
an example, it’s a reflection of who you are. You need to look at yourself, which is the 
person within herself, has this huge amount of creativity but needs containment. You 
would be (..) without containment ( again not you, Sheila. I mean the designer). The 
designer would be (..) without a certain amount of containment & yet, could not be in 
business because their extreme creative side could not be exercised there. The energies 
are a combination of rods & circles, in this case. The circles are the creative, the force of 
life, the Om. The rods are the central connection between yourself & the Divine but in 
its structure. So someone like you would have circles & rods as your energy signature.  
 
‘J’, as a therapist. Highly creative field. Highly mental field. The energies of this are more 
of a mental nature, you have to of course understand the emotion but if your mental 
faculties are not strong, you can never be a good therapist. You need to be incisive, to 
distinguish between fact & fiction, help the patient sought through their own traumas, 
their own confusion. So your mental faculties have to be highly developed. Its strange, 
because one would imagine you would be more on the emotional side of it but they’re 
saying no, your mental faculties have to be razor sharp. You have to of course, have the 



creative side to it because if you didn’t, you’d be a rotten therapist. Once again, your 
energy signatures are more like zigzags. They are like lightning bolts. 
 
We’ve just taken two examples at this moment, the purpose being, we’ve often had this 
age-old adage, which is ‘you don’t choose the profession, the profession chooses you’. 
That is true for the most part. You are automatically attracted to a profession that 
matches your own energy signature. This doesn’t mean that you have to have the same 
signature. It may be something that you are tending towards, for example, if you are a 
person who has sharpness, rigidity & wants to explore that even further, the likelihood 
is you will go towards chartered accountancy, very high finance, mathematics, very 
structured stuff because you need to have a structure in your life. It is partly already 
existent in you but you need to develop that side of you further, therefore you choose 
that kind of rigidity.  
 
They’re giving me this lovely example, people who join the army, you cannot get more 
structured & disciplined than that & a person who voluntarily & lovingly joins the army 
is a person, either who revels in his own structure & wants to take that further or 
conversely is a person who has absolutely no structure in his life & desperately wants 
that, desperately needs to experience that. You will find army types, any armed forces 
types of two types specifically. One is inherently structured, disciplined, focused people 
or completely wayward people, people who would probably on the streets & a life of 
crime otherwise but have somehow picked themselves up saying, “No! I need to 
discipline myself” & get this structure.  
 
Do not forget to include the housewife as a profession. It is a very important & specific 
profession. It is only we who have delegated the housewife to “Oh well, she doesn’t 
work, she just takes care of the home”. Not at all! It is a specific profession they have 
undertaken. The energies of that are very different to most outside jobs. Most of those 
energies are for self-learning.   
 
Unlike most jobs where you go to either attracted towards your energy structure or 
want the disciplining of that structure, in the case of a housewife, it is a person who is a 
very well-rounded person who has chosen to explore self. This profession gives you 
perhaps one of the highest opportunities of exploring self. It embraces every aspect of 
your own personality. You have to exercise for example, business. You have to run the 
house, budget, decide how the money is going to be divided up especially when it’s 
scarce.  
 
You have to take care of the children, so it’s the nurturing aspect of you. You have to 
work with other people around you, as in tradesmen, possible household help, other 
family members particularly in a joint family. So it teaches you skills people skills. It 
teaches you how to look inside because you have a lot of time you feel worthless. “What 
am I doing? I have so much to do & yet what am I achieving?” It forces you to look 
within. Patience, trust, love, acceptance, anger, self-discipline, external discipline, all 



these are exercised hugely by the housewife. It is actually one of the professions where 
you learn the most, strangely enough. So please next time you see somebody who is a 
housewife or you yourself recognize your own housewifely qualities, take a little mental 
salute to that person or to yourself because it is a very great learning structure that you 
have chosen to go through.  
 
Manual laborers of any form, bricklayers, construction workers, people who work on the 
road, haatgaadiwalas, all this, which we are very familiar with in this country have 
undertaken a very, very difficult path. A lot of this is self-discipline. It takes huge amount 
of self-discipline to work in the blazing sun, with very little food & water & to continually 
build a road or build a house (..) where there’s very little opportunity or reward at the 
end except for a little money to live.  
 
Most of them do not have the creative satisfaction that say, the architect gets when 
they build a house or a road. They have undertaken huge amounts of self-discipline. This 
is because, before they arrived on this earth for this round, they had felt that they were 
going very wayward, not necessarily criminally but wayward in their own structure. 
These people felt, for the most part, that they were getting undisciplined; they were 
getting self-indulgent, getting pampered. In other words, doing all that to self & they 
have chosen a very hard path, which is extreme discipline, no way out, no option & very 
little reward at the end. You will be amazed to know that these people are highly 
spiritual; highly.  
 
Make an attempt if you have a chance to talk to them sometimes. You will find most of 
them are not disgruntled, furious with life, upset about their lot. Most of them have 
their form of spirituality & if you talk to any of them about say, karma, their purpose in 
life, you will find a unique perspective that perhaps you haven’t even thought of. It may 
not tally with yours but it will be a perspective on life.  
 
People who deal with different elements obviously are connected with those elements. 
Pilots love the air element. Mariners love the water element that goes without saying. In 
their cases, when you are working specifically with air, water, fire, the energy structures 
are two-fold. One is the actual energy of the element, combined with the energy 
structure of the profession you are in.  
 
For example, being a sea captain on a ship has a different energy structure to being an 
undersea diver but both are obviously connected with the water. The sea captain or an 
officer cadre in the navy needs the discipline area but allows itself the joy of the water 
element because they are basically water connected people.  
 
The deep sea diver generally has a huge extra-terrestrial influence, so he’s connected 
with the water element & the extra-terrestrial because the deeper you go, the more 
extra-terrestrial connected you are. I think you are all aware that vast amounts of extra-
terrestrials exist in the depths of the ocean. It may interest you to know that there are 



more extra-terrestrial beings than there are actual earth beings, fish-wise, under the 
sea, not as you know them but as in whales, dolphins, many, many other extra-
terrestrial creatures.  
 
We’ll stop here. Does anyone have questions before we stop? 
 
Dh: (..) how would the energy react or clash or not (..) signature 
 

: It indeed could. For the most part, we’re talking about the times that people go into 
a profession, whether knowingly or unknowingly, & are relatively happy. We will come 
to that. You have energy shifts throughout your life.  
 
As you grow, as your progress energy levels change, the energy signatures changes, just 
as your tastes do. As a child you may love red, later on you only want to wear black or 
pink. Your tastes have changed. You need different vibrations from those colors at 
different times in your life. Your jewelry tastes change. You food preferences change. 
This happens.  
 
Similarly, with different professions like that, when you move from one profession 
specifically to another, you are inherently drawing to yourself a new energy structure 
that you feel you need to move to. You may not have that energy structure yet but you 
inherently know you need to move to that. When you are holding two or more 
professions, simultaneously, you need both energy structures. Please understand, again 
we are talking specifically about when this is voluntary. Before we go to the next 
question, we need to talk about involuntary professions. 
 
Many of us get into a profession where we feel uncomfortable. We’re really, really not 
happy. This is where an accidental mismatch has taken place by your physical. Your 
conscious mind has not listened to what is needed & you have gone into an energy 
structure that does not suit yours. It is time to then listen to your body & try & look for 
something else. Very often we keep ourselves trapped here, either out of fear of moving 
or out of lack of opportunity. That can happen if you’re poor & have one job & you don’t 
have another, you cannot leave but you have to acknowledge that the energy signature 
does not match yours.  
 
The best way to deal with it would be to adjust your signature to that job. It doesn’t 
mean that you will have to stay with that for the rest of your life but you will have to 
draw upon those energy signatures that you have which tally with that job. For example, 
if you today, Dhiren, have to work in an office as a typist & it makes you unhappy 
because you want to be a trainer, you need to find what does typing mean in your 
scheme of things? Typing needs organizing, it means accuracy, it means focus, it means 
being the liaison, being the middleman between the boss, through the letter to the 
client. You would have to tap into all of those areas that you have in you, all of us have 
different areas & you would have those areas in you & you would have to then carry 



those with this to say, “I enjoy that aspect of life. I’m going to get more interested in 
that aspect of life.” Then the job of the typist would not be so disturbing to you. 
  
Take example in my own case, when I was in the States, I was going to study theatre. I 
have to do a job to pay my rent. I chose a hotel front desk job. I had lots of trauma with 
it, moved hotels & I had a wonderful time eventually. It is not an accident that I chose 
that job. I always said to myself that it is just a job to pay my rent & pay the bills for my 
school & my theatre career but why did I choose a front desk of a hotel & not a waiter, 
not a bus conductor? I chose that because inherently my energy structure is people 
related. 
 
As an actor, I need to communicate with people. It is not only a need, it is a pressing 
desire in my case as most of us actors have. The front desk of a hotel is exactly the same 
thing. I’m not the cook, I’m not the chef in the background. I’m at the front desk, where 
I interact with people, where I learn about people, where I pick up experiences from 
people. So it is the most natural kind of job to pick up. It wasn’t an accident & yet it was 
not what I wanted to do.  
 
Questions?  
 
Group Member: Why do people start with one job & suddenly after years change & 
again after some years you change? Some people have totally different jobs. 
 

 Please, don’t judge people who change jobs. It’s a very common thing we do. Oh! 
That person has no consistency. Can’t stay with the same job after so many years. It’s 
the same way be behave with people who get divorced & re-marry, especially time & 
time again. Please understand that these people, for the most part, not in all cases but 
for the most part, these are people who are far more in touch with their energies & 
what they need than you are. They also have the courage & the ability to move. They 
actually need to move to get different energy experiences, even with a job, even with 
relationships.  
 
Now this does not mean that people should keep having multiple relationships. No, 
some people only need one energy, which ranges within that relationship but some 
people actually need different energies & that is why they go person to person, job-
wise, relationship-wise, friend-wise.  
 
Please understand that they are probably more in touch than you are. So suddenly after 
doing a job for 15 years you want to change. You really need to change. It is you 
acknowledging my energy signature has changed. I need to make one more step to 
match where I want to go. What is the best place for me to go into? Its not as hard as it 
seems. You don’t have to look at it in terms of energy. You can look at it in terms of, 
“What do I feel like doing right now”?  
 



I have a friend who is a lawyer, who has suddenly got this creative urge to write. He 
doesn’t have to say writing has this energy & lawyering has this energy. He knows he 
wants to write. He also has a family to support. So what he’s doing is simultaneously 
doing the two but he’s making his focus be the writing with the understanding that his 
work will support the family. His focus has shifted. He’s doing two things 
simultaneously. That’s fun! That’s acceptable in today’s world. If he had the option he’d 
drop his lawyering like a shot but his focus, his thrust, his energies have now (..).  
 
Jm: I’ve been trained in marketing & now I’m going like a pebble tossed by the aves in 
this direction & that direction & now I’ve trained in psycho analysis & psycho therapy & 
now different aspects of spirituality & healing. It just happened. 
 

You are unfortunately a very bad example to give to people here because you’re very 
confusing. You don’t function the way most people do. You also have personality shifts 
within your body, which you are aware of. You’ve had more than one, Jim. You’ve had 
three. So that has brought with it so many energy shifts.  
 
Right now you’ve a combination of two energies within your physical so you actually 
have, in a very healthy way, multiple personalities, in an extremely healthy way. This is 
necessary for your spiritual progress. You have undertaken to hold these two energies 
simultaneously in one physical body. You are going to feel a pull in different directions 
because there are two entities within you, working each for their own needs, all being 
housed in one body. This is completely a free willed choice also on your part. Its nothing 
to be alarmed about & these two energies will integrate fully into one but right now 
they’re still off-center, in the process of merging.  
 
So don’t worry if you confuse your own self. You will till the merger fully takes place. 
You will also be pulled in different directions. You will find your interests go completely 
divergently from crystals, to therapy, to various other things you’ve not even shared 
with us. Explore them all because each has an energy that you need, you as in the two 
yous need. Does this alarm you? 
 
Jm: Yes. 
 

 Would you like to ask more about this? 
 
Jm: I would like to know where I could be heading? 
 

 Its not so much a question now of what you should be learning, as it’s a question of 
trusting that & exploring all the possibilities that you are holding back from. You’re 
actually holding yourself back from doing things by saying, “Oops! I’m getting too 
scattered. I can’t do so many things at the same time so let me just focus on one or 
two”. You’re not exploring the possibilities freely. You’ve come to a little island center in 



your life right now, where there are many roads leading from there. You’re at that 
stage.  
 
Rather than trying to run down one of the avenues, you need to be there for a while. 
Explore each one of the avenues, then make a conscious decision where you wish to go 
& then take one road, maybe even two but allow yourself time at the circle. That’s what 
you’re not doing right now. You’re trying to push yourself onto one of the paths. Don’t. 
Just explore each one.  
 
This dual personality that we’re talking about, will in no way cause any trauma to you 
personally or to those around you. It’s so subtle that it will not be observed for the most 
part. The normal human fear is, “Oh, my God! I’ve got these 2 within me. Who am I 
then”? You’re actually both. You just have to let the 2 integrate & it’s happening very 
smoothly right now but it will take a little time. Please give yourself that time. Once the 
merger takes place fully, there will be no separation. You will not know where one ends 
& the other begins & it will be glorious for you.  
 
Any other questions? 
 
Syr: Can you get into a profession without even thinking about it? 
 

 There is some way always that you are led to it. It seems to us as, “Oh well, I joined 
the family business” or “I just happened to be there at that time & my uncle offered me 
this opportunity so I joined life insurance & didn’t come back from that”. It’s not 
accidental. Had there been a revulsion of energies for e.g. in your case, you would not 
have stepped near it. You would have fought tooth & nail & never gone there. Had your 
uncle been a heart surgeon & have wanted you to train for that, would you have gone 
there? Even if he’d said, “Son, there’s pressure. Come on!”, would you do it? You would 
still not have gone there because those energies are not for you. So very rarely do we 
actually go into something so opposite from our energies, very rarely.  
 
However, human error does happen on occasion. When the energies are very against 
ours, there will be such a revulsion for the job that the likelihood is that the person will 
not last there more than a few months. Even in the case of a great depression where 
they need the money, they will somehow find a way to sabotage the job, so they will 
lose it.  
 
Syr: (..) I became company secretary. 
 

 What are the attributes of a company secretary?  
 
I know I was methodic, systematic, quite focused, liaison with the people & was a leader 
of the people. 
 



Authority has to be exercised in that position. It must be ‘benevolent’ authority. It was 
also a rigid structure, which gave you, though you will not acknowledge it right now, the 
opportunity to learn about self. You also chose this particular line to receive certain 
blows, which you did along the way to shake up your own belief of self. If that small 
shaking up had not occurred when it did, you would never have accepted both your 
children as channels. That was perhaps one of the greatest acceptances in your life, in 
this life. You embraced something that you had run from, so wholeheartedly, so warmly, 
so openly.  
 
You do not take credit for what you have done. So when you term yourself a rigid man, 
the truth is not that, not that at all. The truth is when you are rigid, it is because you 
choose to be that way, not because you are inherently that way. Take a little pat on the 
back once in a while. Your openness & your willingness to change & accept new ideas is 
actually on a greater degree than anybody in this group. It is you who limit yourself. You 
are actually not limited.  
 
Last question. 
 
Shl: (….) started as a housewife & going into all kinds of things which is actively disliked 
(..) & suddenly I catapulted onto this path, which I love. (..) How could I stick for so many 
years to jobs I didn’t like at all? 
 

 Because at that time there was very little acknowledgement of who you were. Your 
acknowledgement of who you were. For those 13 years, ‘Shl’, you were reluctant to 
express who you were, you were reluctant to allow anybody to see who you were. The 
façade was far stronger than the actual ‘Shl’. You chose to live in a shell, to pretend that 
everything was OK externally, the show the world a happy, smiling, charming face, when 
inside you were breaking up.  
 
If you choose to shell yourself like that, your job is going to mirror that because you are 
going to function exactly the same way in the job as you are going to do in the self. 
Finally, somewhere inside, there was an internal shift, I suspect there was some event 
that happened which was the straw that broke the camels back & with an internal 
change, came the external change, which was a happy profession. Does this make sense 
to you? 
 
Shl: Yes. 
 

 Div & Zaf, you have to take over now. 
 
*Sohrab asks ‘Div’ & ‘Zaf’ to activate the feet by slapping them on the ground, and then 
allow the energies from Earth to enter the feet.] 
 



Sohrab: I wish ‘Zaf’ to talk first on anything he wishes & then ‘Div’ when I indicate. 
Please can we give them both, energy?  
 
Zaf: Greetings. There is great resistance on this mediums part today, therefore we come 
to you in a much stronger, much more abrasive form. There is great resistance. He is 
very strong & is not aware of his strength. He refuses to shift his energy structures 
appropriately. He is holding on to past life, as well as this life past energy structures. He 
refuses to shift. We cannot help him. He is too strong for us; growing stronger, day by 
day. We cannot help him. We ask for your assistance, three of you. 
 
Sohrab: What can we do, sir? 
 
Zaf: Friend, you, this child & our friend here, we ask for your help. You will know what 
means to employ. You have the skill. You have the experience. Use the advice & energy 
of these two. Help him shift & let go. Until he does that, we can do nothing. Don’t 
worry, you will be shown the way.  
 
Sohrab: You (Zaf) don’t have to speak. Just keep these energies. Fill with them. 
We apologize but it was important to do this for his own good. There is great turmoil. 
He keeps pulling the energies of dear one from the other city, keeps pulling those 
energies to him. He is fighting us even now. Please help him understand that those 
energies are his forever. They are within him. He does not need to pull what is not his. 
She is with him always. Please, help him understand.  
 
Sohrab: I want you to go into a trance, ‘Div’. I want you not to speak but to keep filling, 
taking yourself deeper & deeper. You can let your body move, if it moves. I want you to 
hold the energies of a trance today. I want you to use this energy, through your 3rd eye 
& form a connection with ‘Zaf’. Zaf, you take this in & return the energy to her 3rd eye. 
You’re doing it beautifully, ‘Div’. Combine energy, back & forth through the 3rd eyes. You 
are forging a link.  
 
Slowly release it. Slowly. Very slowly, come back  to this room. ‘Div’, what did you feel? 
 
Div: Within me, I felt a lot of vibration & movement, with a very laser sharp link. I felt it 
in me. Its encompassing, loving, holding & the slight (..) in me towards Zaf  was slightly 
(..). It as like a sheet of glass. The glass was melting. 
 
Sohrab: This was also to give you strength. Your energies have now been joined so you 
will partake of his energies & you will partake of hers. How did you (Zaf) feel? 
 
Zaf: Exactly as she said. I needed a hug & I could feel that from her. It came & enveloped 
me. It was a wonderful feeling. I felt so nice & protected, which is something I’m not 
used to. I immediately saw the laser also. I also need to take her out on a date.  
 



Sohrab: Sit for a minute & link hands before we close. 


